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We study statistical properties of the eigenvectors of non-Hermitian random matrices, concentra
on Ginibre’s complex Gaussian ensemble, in which the real and imaginary parts of each elemen
an N 3 N matrix, J, are independent random variables. Calculating ensemble averages based on
quantity kLajLbl kRb jRal, wherekLa j and jRbl are left and right eigenvectors ofJ, we show for large
N that eigenvectors associated with a pair of eigenvalues are highly correlated if the two eigenval
lie close in the complex plane. We examine consequences of these correlations that are likely to
important in physical applications. [S0031-9007(98)07357-8]

PACS numbers: 05.45.+b, 02.10.Sp
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An understanding of statistical properties of ensemb
of random matrices has proved useful in many different
eas of physics [1]. Because the first application of rando
matrix theory, and one still of great importance, was to re
resent the Hamiltonian of a nonintegrable quantum syste
the early work of Wigner, Dyson, and others focused
ensembles of real symmetric or complex Hermitian m
trices. Eigenvector distributions in these ensembles
of limited interest, being determined by the Haar measu
on the group that leaves the ensemble invariant. Inste
the concern is mainly with eigenvalue correlations, abo
which a great deal is now known [1].

More recently, the spectral properties of random no
Hermitian operators have attracted attention in a varie
of contexts, including: neural network dynamics [2]; th
quantum mechanics of open systems [3]; the statisti
mechanics of flux lines in superconductors with column
disorder [4–8]; classical diffusion in random media [9
and biological growth problems [10]. The correspondin
ensembles of real asymmetric and general complex m
trices were first studied by Ginibre [11], Girko [12], an
Sommers and co-workers [2,13]. The eigenvalues in th
ensembles are, of course, not restricted to the real a
but rather distributed over an area in the complex plan
Their density and correlations have been investigated
considerable detail [2,11–14].

By contrast,eigenvectorstatistics in non-Hermitian ran-
dom matrix ensembles have not, so far as we know, p
viously been examined. The existence of distinct sets
left and right eigenvectors means that invariance of the
semble, underOsNd or UsNd transformations as appropri
ate, is a rather weak constraint on the joint eigenvec
distribution: it generates no information on the relative o
entations of the two sets of vectors. We show in this p
per that there are, in fact, remarkable correlations betwe
left and right eigenvectors. These correlations are like
to be important in physical applications of non-Hermitia
random matrix ensembles. We illustrate their significan
by discussing two consequences, involving extreme s
sitivity of spectra to perturbations, and transients in tim
0031-9007y98y81(16)y3367(4)$15.00
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evolution, which are recognized in other contexts as typi
of non-normal operators [15–17].

We consider, following Ginibre [11], the Gaussian e
semble of general complexN 3 N matrices, J, hav-
ing independent matrix elements,Jkl , distributed with
probability

PsJd dJ ~ exps2N TrfJJygd
NY

k,l1

dJ 0
kl dJ 00

kl , (1)

where Jkl  J 0
kl 1 iJ 00

kl, with J 0
kl and J 00

kl real. Denot-
ing ensemble averages byk· · ·l and complex conjuga-
tion with an overbar, the only nonzero cumulant ofJ is
kJklJkll  1yN .

The eigenvalues,la , of J are distributed in the complex
plane with, in the limitN ! `, constant density inside
a disc of unit radius, centered on the origin. They a
nondegenerate with probability one, and in this case
left and right eigenvectors,kLaj andjRal, which satisfy

JjRal  lajRal ,

kLajJ  kLajla

(2)

form two complete, biorthogonal sets, and can be norm
ized so that

kLajRbl  dab . (3)

We indicate Hermitian conjugates of vectors in the usu
way, so that, for example,jLal satisfiesJyjLal  lajLal.

We investigate eigenvector correlations mainly by c
culating ensemble averages of combinations of sca
products. Noting that Eqs. (2) and (3) are invariant u
der a scale transformationjRal ! zajRal and kLbj !

kLbjz
21
b , one recognizes that only those combinations

variant under this transformation should be consider
The simplest such combination, involving two eigenve
tors, is fixed by Eq. (3); the simplest nontrivial quantity
thus the matrix of overlaps

Oab  kLajLbl kRbjRal (4)
© 1998 The American Physical Society 3367
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and we shall focus on this throughout the paper. It
convenient to define local averages of diagonal and o
diagonal elements of the overlap matrix,

Oszd 

*
1
N

X
a

Oaadsz 2 lad

+
, (5)

Osz1, z2d 

*
1
N

X
afib

Oabdsz1 2 laddsz2 2 lbd

+
. (6)

Correspondingly, the density of states is defined asdszd 
kN21

P
a dsz 2 ladl. In the limit N ! `, dszd  p21

for jzj , 1 anddszd  0, otherwise [11].
We have been able to obtain exact expressions forOsz1d

andOsz1, z2d. ForN ¿ 1, jz1 2 z2j fi 0 andjz1j, jz2j ,

1 these simplify to

Osz1d 
N
p

s1 2 jz1j
2d , (7)

Osz1, z2d  2
1

p2

1 2 z1z2

jz1 2 z2j4
. (8)

For jz1j, jz2j $ 1, both densities vanish asN ! `. To
display the form ofOsz1, z2d asjz1 2 z2j ! 0, it is neces-
sary to expressjz1 2 z2j in units of the separation between
adjacent eigenvalues, introducingz1  sz1 1 z2dy2 and
v 

p
N sz1 2 z2d. We obtain, forjz1j , 1, v ø

p
N ,

andN ¿ 1

Osz1, z2d  2N2 1 2 jz1j2

p2jvj4
s1 2 s1 1 jvj2de2jvj2

d .

(9)
Equations (7)–(9) constitute our main results. Befo
outlining our derivation, we discuss their significance.

First, we stress the dramatic difference between t
behavior ofOab in this general complex ensemble an
its behavior in the case of Hermitian matrices, for whic
Oab  dab. The fact that, by contrast,Oaa , N in the
non-Hermitian ensemble can be understood as the beha
which results ifkLaj and jRal are independent random
vectors, subject to the normalization of Eq. (3). Moreove
large values for the diagonal elements of the matrixOab

must be accompanied by some large (or many small) o
diagonal elements, since the two are linked by a sum r
that follows from completeness,X

a

Oab  1 . (10)

Indeed, Eq. (6) implies

Oab , Osz1, z2d

, *
1
N

X
mfin

dsz1 2 lmddsz2 2 lnd

+
,

(11)

and hence, from Eq. (9),Oab , 2N if la and lb are
neighboring eigenvalues in the complex plane, so th
(typically) v , 1.

An immediate consequence of large values ofOaa is
that the spectrum ofJ for a given realization has extreme
3368
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sensitivity to perturbations. Consider for definitenessJ 
cossudJ1 1 sinsudJ2, whereu is real andJ1 and J2 are
both drawn independently from the ensemble of Eq. (1
so thatJ moves through the ensemble asu varies. Then

j≠lay≠uj2  jkLaj≠Jy≠ujRalj2. (12)

Performing the ensemble average, and using Eq. (7) o
obtains for the mean square eigenvalue velocity

kj≠ly≠uj2l 
1
p

s1 2 jlj2d . (13)

This result should be contrasted in magnitude with th
analogous one for Hermitian matrices [18]. LetH 
cossudH1 1 sinsudH2, where H1 and H2 are complex
Hermitian N 3 N matrices, drawn independently from
the Gaussian unitary ensemble, in which the nonze
cumulants arekHklHlkl ; kHklHkll  1yN . Let E be an
eigenvalue ofH. Then for N ! `, 21 # E # 1 and
kf≠Ey≠ug2l  1yN . Thus the eigenvalues of theN 3

N random non-Hermitian matrix areO sNd times more
sensitive to perturbations than those of the Hermitia
matrix. Such sensitivity is known to be a typical propert
of non-normal operators [17]. Despite the sensitivity o
individual eigenvalues to perturbations, it is reasonab
to expect some stability in the structure of the spectru
as a whole, since the perturbations considered mere
take a random matrix from one realization to anothe
Such stability arises from the fact that, although the mea
square velocity of Eq. (13) is large for eigenvalues withi
the unit disc, it vanishes as the boundary to the suppo
of the spectrum is approached. Conversely, anticipati
this stability, we have a rationalization of the fact tha
from Eqs. (7), (9), and (11), the amplitudes of theO sNd
contributions toOaa andOab vanish asjz1j ! 1.

The large off-diagonal elements ofOab are significant
in situations in whichJ is the generator of evolution in
real or imaginary time. Settings of this type represent on
of the main physical applications of non-normal operato
[2,4,9,10]. To be specific, consider a model problem i
which

≠

≠t
justdl  sJ 2 1d justdl (14)

so that

justdl 
X
a

jRalftslad kLajus0dl , (15)

with ftsld  expsfl 2 1gtd, where we usesJ 2 1d rather
than J in Eq. (14) for convenience, to suppress expo
nential growth. Ensemble averaging withkus0djus0dl  1
leads to

kkustdjustdll 

*
1
N

X
ab

Oabftsladftslbd

+
, (16)

and fort ¿ 1 andN ! ` we find [19]

kkustdjustdll , s4ptd21y2. (17)
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This behavior should be compared with the much fas
decay that would result from the same spectrum if th
eigenvectors were orthogonal. In the same regime,
replacementOab ! dab transforms Eq. (16) into*X

a

j ftsladj2
+

, s4pt3d21y2. (18)

Thus, eigenvector correlations may be as significa
as eigenvalue distributions in determining evolution
intermediate times, a fact of established importance
hydrodynamic stability theory [15,16].

Finally, it is interesting to ask about, not only the
average behavior of the overlap matrix, but also i
fluctuations. In fact,Oab is typically large if the matrixJ
has an eigenvalue which is almost degenerate withla or
lb , and as a result, the probability distribution ofOab has
a power-law tail extending to largejOabj. To illustrate
this, we considerN  2, for which we can calculate
exactly the probability distribution,PsOaad, of a diagonal
element of the overlap matrix. We find

PsOaad  4
QsOaa 2 1d
s2Oaa 2 1d3 , (19)

where Qsxd  1 for x . 0 and zero otherwise. This
implies in particular that the second and higher momen
of Oaa diverge. We expect, from Eq. (20), below, simila
behavior forN . 2 and (providedN . 2) for Oab with
a fi b.

In the remainder of this paper we sketch our calcul
tions and show how the results summarized above c
be generalized. Calculations for the ensemble of Eq.
can be done by extending the classical methods of Dys
and Ginibre, while more general problems are most co
veniently treated via ensemble-averaged resolvents, us
the techniques of Refs. [9,20,21].

A direct computation of averages ofOab involves a
2N2-fold integration over the complex matrix element
Jkl . The integral is simplified considerably by changin
variables as described in [22]. ReducingJ by a unitary
ter
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transformation,U, to upper triangular form, so thatT ;
UyJU has Tkl  0 for k . l, we use asNsN 1 1d
coordinates, the real and imaginary parts of the nonz
elements ofTkl, and take the remaining coordinates fro
U itself. The required Jacobian is given by Mehta [22]

In this basis, the diagonal elements ofT are the
eigenvalues,Tkk  lk . The first two pairs of eigenvec-
tors are jR1l  s1, 0, . . . , 0dy, kL1j  s1, b2, b3, . . . , bN d,
jR2l  s2b2, 1, 0, . . . , 0dy, and kL2j  s0, 1, d3, . . . , dN d,
where the coefficientsbl and dl are determined by the
recursion relations

bp 
1

l1 2 lp

p21X
q1

bqTqp ,

dp 
1

l2 2 lp

p21X
q1

dqTqp ,

(20)

with b1  1, d1  0, andd2  1. Correspondingly, the
overlaps are

O11 
NX

l1

jblj
2, (21)

O12  2b2

NX
l1

bldl . (22)

Performing the integrals overU andTkl with k , l, Oszd
andOsz1, z2d can be expressed as averages with respec
the joint probability density of the eigenvalues

Psl1, . . . , lN d ~ exp

√
2N

NX
k1

jlkj2

! Y
1#i,j#N

jli 2 ljj
2.

(23)

Defining k· · ·lP as an average with (23), we find

Osz1d 

*
dsz1 2 l1d

Y
2#j#N

√
1 1

1
N jl1 2 ljj2

!+
P

(24)

and
Osz1, z2d  2sN 2 1d

*
dsz1 2 l1ddsz2 2 l2d

1
Njl1 2 l2j2

Y
3#j#N

√
1 1

1
Nsl1 2 ljd sl2 2 ljd

!+
P

. (25)
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r
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Performing the integrals over eigenvalues in Eqs. (24) a
(25), we obtain explicit expressions in terms ofN 3 N
determinants.

For z1  0, we are able to evaluate these determinan
in closed form by recursion, and to simplify the resul
further for N ¿ 1. For z1 fi 0 we are forced to take a
less direct approach, which numerical tests show is a go
approximation for finiteN , and which we can prove is
exact in the limitN ! `. We separate the contributions
to each of the Eqs. (24) and (25) into two factors: on
from the M eigenvalues closest toz1, with M ¿ 1, and
another from the remaining eigenvalues. The first can
nd

ts
t

od

e

be

evaluated using our result forz1  0, while the second can
be calculated neglecting eigenvalue correlations, becau
its fluctuations vanish asM ! `. Their combination is
independent ofM, for M large, as it should be, and is as
displayed in Eqs. (7)–(9).

An entirely different approach is necessary in orde
to treat other random matrix ensembles with ease,
to develop approximation schemes for spatially extend
problems such as those of Refs. [2–4,9,10]. For the
purposes we take as central objects the ensemble avera
of products of the resolvents,sz1 2 Jd21 andsz2 2 Jyd21.
As a demonstration, we examine a matrix ensemble wi
3369
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the probability distribution

PsJd dJ ~ exp

µ
2

N
1 2 t2 TrfJJy 2 t ReJJg

∂
3

NY
k,l1

dJ 0
kl dJ 00

kl , (26)

with t real and21 # t # 1. The nonzero cumulants
are kJklJkll  1yN , and kJklJlkl  tyN . This distribu-
tion, introduced in [2], interpolates between the Gaus
ian unitary ensemble of Hermitian matrices, fort  1,
Ginibre’s ensemble [Eq. (1)] fort  0, and complex anti-
symmetric matrices fort  21. In the limit N ! `, the
eigenvalue density has the uniform valuedszd  fps1 2

t2dg21 within the ellipse defined byfRezys1 2 tdg2 1

fIm zys1 1 tdg2 , 1 and is zero elsewhere [2].
We treat the ensemble (26) using the techniqu

described in [9,20,21]. These generate an expans
for Osz1, z2d in powers ofsz1 2 z2dyN , and hence give
Osz1, z2d exactly in the limit N ! `, but supply infor-
mation aboutOszd only indirectly, via the sum rule of
Eq. (10). We start by considering the2N 3 2N Hermi-
tian matrixH  H0 1 H1,

H0 

µ
h

2h

∂
, H1 

µ
z 2 J

z 2 Jy

∂
,

(27)

with realh . 0, and its inverse

G  H21 

µ
G11 G12
G21 G22

∂
. (28)

The resolvents are obtained takingh ! 0: in this limit,
G21  sz 2 Jd21 andG12  sz 2 Jyd21. Expanding the
Green’s functionG as a power series inH1, its ensemble
average can be written

kGl  G0 1 G0SkGl , (29)

where G0  H21
0 and S is a self-energy. In the limit

N ! `, the self-consistent Born approximation is exa
[9,20,21]. The eigenvalue density can be obtained fro
G21szd. To study eigenvector correlations, it is necessa
to calculate averages of products ofG’s. In particular, the
density

Dsz1, z2d  dsz1 2 z2dOsz1d 1 Osz1, z2d (30)

can be written as

Dsz1, z2d 
1

p2

≠

≠z1

≠

≠z2
lim
h!0

ø
1
N

Tr G21sz1dG12sz2d
¿

.

(31)

We therefore calculateRsz1, z2d ; kGsz1d ≠ Gsz2dl,
which obeys a Bethe-Salpeter equation [20]: writin
R0sz1, z2d  kG0sz1dl ≠ kG0sz2dl,

R  R0 1 R0GR . (32)

In the limit N ! ` with z1 fi z2, the vertex is simply
G  diags1, t, t, 1d. Solving Eq. (33) forR, we obtain
3370
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Dsz1, z2d  2
1

p2jz1 2 z2j4

3
s1 2 t2d2 2 s1 1 t2dz1z2 1 tsz2

1 1 z2
2d

s1 2 t2d
(33)

for z1 and z2 within the support of the density of states,
and zero otherwise. Since we have takenz1 fi z2, this is
simply Osz1, z2d, and for t  0, Eq. (8) is reproduced.
For 1 2 t ø 1, on the other hand,Osz1, z2dyfdsz1d 3

dsz2dg ~ 1 2 t, so thatOsz1, z2dyfdsz1ddsz2dg vanishes in
the Hermitian limitt ! 1, as expected.
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